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We believe that broadcasting
women's voices and truths in
business can empower others,

help to improve/elevate the
perception of our industry and
create a positive community for
the next generation of workers

in hygiene, health and
hospitality.

Jamie Laurentius

Founding Partner
United in Cleaning



Mission



Women in Cleaning is a global platform designed for women active

in the hygiene, health and hospitality industries, to empower each

other and pass on knowledge and experience to younger

generations. In these male-dominated sectors, we believe that

women who make a difference every day deserve a platform that

embraces their authentic way of career building.  Our purpose is to

connect the game changers, innovators and go-getters in our

industry and highlight the trailblazers who help to push the

standards of our world higher. 

We are building a global platform
with women in the cleaning
industry to empower each other.



Every single person on our planet benefits from hygiene,

health and hospitality. Yet, unfortunately, to this day our

industry faces many negative stigmas. The idea that our work

is performed by those who have nothing else to offer to

society is one of the many forms of disrespect workers in our

industry face. At Women in Cleaning we believe that we can

change perceptions by shining a light on the wonderful

women behind the job: their stories, challenges, ideas and

dreams. Together, we will spread awareness of and demand

recognition for our crucial industry.

Changing the perception of
hygiene curators, together



We want to emphasize on the voices of women for a reason.

Studies show us that women of all backgrounds, in all

departments face a lot of the same and similar challenges in

their workfields. What if we broke through the barriers and

started a conversation to build a connection that empowers the

women around us? Often when women talk, it’s played down

as trivial or gossip. Often through tradition, women are taught

not to speak out, and this results into half truths. We're

convinced that by offering women in our industries a safe

platform to share their knowledge, expertise, personal

experiences and visions. 

What if our gossip is
worth a whole lot?

A book we highly recommend reading is: Nice Girls
Don't Speak Up or Stand Out by Lois P. Frankel. It dives

deeply into nearly one hundred everyday challenges
women face related to business and communication.



Vision



At Women in Cleaning we aim to unite and 

 empower women from all backgrounds in the

industry through various content. We do this by

offering trailblazers a podium to share their

valuable visions and expertise through concepts

such as The Women in Cleaning Podcast, The

Women in Cleaning Virtual Roadshow and in our

Women Cleaning the E-Magazine.

The place for inspiring
content by women for
women in our industry



Women In Cleaning is part of a bigger picture, a global

platform designed to unite all layers and people active in

the hygiene, health and hospitality industry. Built to

inspire and unite each other. This is because we can't

have the conversations all by ourselves. We believe that

we can only make our goals happen when connecting

with everyone involved. Our wonderful industry is active

everywhere in the world and now more than ever,

recognised for its importance. Different countries deal

with different challenges in hygienic solutions, legal

regulations, and sustainable issues. 

United
I N  C L E A N I N G

Women
I N  C L E A N I N G

Women in Cleaning is
part of a bigger picture



United
I N  C L E A N I N G

WOMEN IN CLEANING IS PART OF

a global platform for humans 
active in hygiene, health & hospitality 



At United in Cleaning we feel the responsibility to build better bridges between
everyone in our industry. So that we can connect over our differences,

similarities, visions and challenges, with the mission to learn more from each
other and to educate the world  about the importance of our sector together.

United
I N  C L E A N I N G



Hygiene contributes to our
health and welfare. Hospitality

leads to happiness and joy.
Sustainability is a true form of
Hospitality to our planet and

the people living on it. It is our
mission to inspire and support

the workers, with education,
safety. Together we can make

cleaning valued and fun.

Frank Laurentius 

United
I N  C L E A N I N G

Founding Partner
United in Cleaning



Cleaning is a craft that requires learning. By knowing how to clean we are

improving our hygiene, which reduces the amount of sick people in offices

and deaths in hospitals. We can create a safer work environment for

cleaners by minimizing toxins and harmful chemicals if we keep up with

innovations in the industry. And by listening to each other we contribute to

sustainability by protecting ocean, wildlife by minimilizing plastic waste.

Embracing the power of unity
in our forward thinking industry

United
I N  C L E A N I N G



Brand



Women in Cleaning
We work through three different outlets. By developing cross-medial content, we

maximise possibilities and accessibilties for our audience. 

The podcast e-Magazine



Made possible by 
passionate parties
Our platform wouldn't have existed without all  our sponsors and

the women who stepped forward and shared their experiences and

visions to empower others and share knowledge the next

generations. We realize that we can only have this conversation by

working together. We thank everyone who joins us in this

conversation. Our sponsors, columnists, speakers and enthusiasts

in particular.

AARTISTRY AVENUE
C R E A T I V E  A G E N C Y



Workflow



Our team stands at the center of the hygiene, health and

hospitality industries. By working together with experts active

in different locations and layers of our industries, we offer an

educative platform designed to empower, inspire and motivate.

Our conversations are centered around challenges in female

leadership, climate change, equality and female

empowerment. Together we make every topic negotiable. It's

about having healthy conversations with everyone involved. 

Our columnists are each specialized in a
different expertise and located all around

the world

We want to team up with you.
Because together we know more



Uniting starts with connecting. In order to do this we aim to credit and link to every partner on our website. 

Celebrating the Queens that are making a difference
in the world of hygiene, health and hospitality.

Adrienne Doolan - Alexandra Peters - Anna Bullus - Alexandra Goman - Alissa Metternich - Beena Vijaykumar - Carla Beaino-

Dhanya Rathish - Esmée Ficheroux - Gurnoor Bindra - Helge Alt - Jan Hobbs - Jill Frey - Judith Holtkamp - Julie Finch-Scally -

Laura Craven - Linda Silverman - Lisa de Groot - Lorraine Davis - Mara Broeren - Marian Bonias - Marianne Kemmer - Marise

Pieters - Michelle Marshall - Michelle Williams - Nasima el Bachiri Ouamar - Nina Poort - Pamini Hemaprabha - Raphaella Yver -

Robyn London - Sarika Saluja - Shannon Hall - Susan Bartholomew - Susanne Zänker - Suzan Stadhouders - Tatjana Ahmed -

Tiziana Maiello - Trudi Bishop - Xu Simon - Yvonne Taylor - Zakiyya Karimzada - Zamarra Kok 

https://www.womenincleaning.com/post/alexandra-goman-what-the-cleaning-industry-needs-more-training-and-more-education
https://www.womenincleaning.com/post/jill-frey-take-care-of-your-employees-and-they-will-take-take-care-of-you-surround-yourself-with-t
https://www.womenincleaning.com/post/nasima-el-bachiri-ouamar-women-use-not-only-our-rational-ability-but-also-our-emphatic-ability
https://www.womenincleaning.com/post/when-expecting-expect-the-unexpected
https://www.womenincleaning.com/post/shannon-hall-women-offer-a-different-perspective
https://www.womenincleaning.com/post/tisiana-maiello-try-not-to-be-a-man-the-best-quality-we-have-is-our-femininity


Over the years we've worked
alongside many inspiring women
in different layers of the cleaning

industry. What we've learnt is that
they each have incredibly

empowering stories and visions.
That’s why we decided to build the
platform ‘Women In Cleaning’ to

highlight their stories.

Martine Mallee

Founding Partner
United in Cleaning



What if we'd all pause, connect and listen to each other.

Every country has its own approach and story to tell.

Wherever you are located in the world, we invite you to

share your story or partner with us. We are open for

suggestions how we can work together and face the

challenges of today. You have the power to change things

and let's leaving a footprint together. Join us in this new

wave of cleaning movement and create a ripple effect.

Partnership and ripple effect



Audience



Uniting through
our shared visions
and challenges
We believe that our audience, despite it's differences

shares the same mission. That is to improve and each be a

difference in the hygiene, health and hospitality industry.

We want to offer a helping hand to strive for pride and

happiness in the workplace. We are convinced that

everyone can make a change if they do what they love in a

happy environment and feel, seen, heard and understood.

Cleaning is not easy as it seems and by learning how to

respect our home, school, or place of work at a younger

age will lead to a friendlier environment and more positive

view on our work.



Laura
Eager Beaver

Getting there

Hilde
Ambitious Fighter

Being there

Bhavani
Wise Owl

Staying here



Interests
Equality - Female leadership - Sustainability - Climate Change 

Business Development - Social Skills - Personal Growth - Cultures - Education

Ages

16% 27% 33% 15%
18 - 24 25 -34 35 -49 50 - 67

Households Education

58% 28% 14%
Household with kids SingleIn relationshop

8% 40% 52%
Lower Medium HighT
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Women in Cleaning
Is this only for women?
Just because we are highlighting women’s voices, does not mean

others aren't welcome here. We don’t view women as superior, but

we do realize not every environment treats them with equal

standards or opportunities. Luckily, our wonderful industry knows

plenty of businesses and organizations that have built a foundation

for equality and left a positive impact. What can we learn from our

industries and the people active in it? And how can we take even

more steps forward. These are conversations we need to have.

Whether you want to share your approach, vision, or whether you’re

just here to learn, be inspired or listen, we invite you to feel welcome

and be a part of the healthy conversation. 



Possibilities



Become a
transparent
columnist

Become a
motivational

speaker

Become a
mentor in your

expertise

We encourage experts in our industries to share their professional knowledge, insights, visions. Together we can empower each other

and the next generations! Through our platform we offer numerous ways to claim your voice and share your expertise or insights

through multiple options.



The Website

Write as a columnist

Appear on our mentor page

Get your article published

Become a partner / sponsor



The podcast



Appear on our Podcast

On our platform we encourage women to speak

from the heart. Women talk about various topics

in relation to hygiene, health, hospitality and the

challenges they face in entrepreneurship and

business.



Guide for Podcast

For our podcast format we aim to record sincere conversations with women in our industry. Our goal is to publish an episode with the length of

8 to 40 minutes. We ask all our guests to pick a topic they feel most passionate and confident to speak about. As long as it covers topics such as

equality, female leadership, sustainability, climate change, business development, social skills, personal growth, cultures or education you have

our stage! We encourage you to share your expertise because we want you to inspire the listeners, spark their interest with the essence of your

story, your enthusiasm and more. After we record the interview, our editors will polish the interview and send you a sneak peek for any

additional changes before we publish. For us it's simple. we are doing this with you, to empower each other and our industry. 

To have a good
microphone set-up
so audio is of good

quality. 

 Recording the interview
will take an hour max

and sent to you for
approval after editing

Speak from the heart!
It's not a sales pitch but

we care about your
message!



e-Magazine



Get highlighted in our
monthly themed e-magazines
Everyone has a story and vision regarding different issues. In our

e-magazines we make room for people in our industry, to

highlight a variety of different mindsets regarding different

topics. The reason we do this is because different mindsets help

us expand ours. All our lists are put together from names in all

layers in alphabetical order to maintain equal treatment for

everyone.



Please deliver a high
quality portrait

picture

Please write us
your copy in

English

Full interviews will also
be available on our

website

Guide for the e-magazine
Our e-magazines are themed. We ask you to write answers to formed questions so everyone can get the same article length. Sometimes your

story is too long to fit into the e-magazine. That's why full interviews will be published on the website. All our lists are put together from names

in all layers in alphabetical order to maintain equal treatment for everyone.



The Roadshow



At Women in Cleaning we like our world united by connection.

That's why March 8th of 2023, we're launching our very first

online roadshow in which we will hand the microphone to

multiple people active in the Hygiene, Health and Hospitality

industry. These trailblazers from around the globe will share

stories on leadership, challenges, climate change, equality,

sustainability and impact-globalisation, while sharing powerful

words of advice to empower you. We believe that by offering our

industry the platform to engage and unite by connection we

can all grow. All you have to do is sign up so you receive the link,

grab a drink, a few snacks and get ready to be inspired. Get on

the Will Call list and be the first to receive the line-up on the 1st

of March of 2023.

Sign up as a motivational
speaker during one of our
virtual events

O U R  W O R L D  U N I T E D  B Y  C O NNECTO
N



Guide for speakers

We can't wait for you to claim your spot. Please keep in mind that in order to create a quality experience for everyone,

some things need to be considered and kept in mind. Please send us a video of your speech no longer than 20 minutes

max. If you wish to speak live, that's possible to through our zoom connection. When recording we encourage you to pay

attention to the following:

To have a good
microphone and

camera set-up. You
can record your talk

via Zoom. 

Consider a
neutral and

calm backdrop 

Please time your
presentation
(20 min max)

Speak from the heart!
We care about your

message!



Revenue



Revenue model Our platform is non-profit and funded by the hearts of passionate sponsors. We ask all

participants and viewers of our virtual roadshows to leave an amount in our tip jar, that suits

them. With these non-profit proceeds we cover our platform's expenses, support our speakers,

and help build toilets for women in collaboration with World Toilet Organisation. The reason why

we let the price amount open is because we wish to give everyone in all layers the opportunity to

go for their full potential and sometimes money can be a barrier to grow. At the end of the

seminar the amount will be divided as follow:

30% 
Women in Cleaning

Platform Costs

50% 
Divided between

Speakers

20% 
Our Associated

Foundations



Let's get together
and discuss how we can team up!

www.womenincleaning.com


